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Event Description:   The National Weather Service (NWS) office in 

Huntsville, Alabama was providing Impact-Based Decision Support Services 

(IDSS) to protect life and property at an outdoor sporting competition in the 

Decatur, Alabama area. A decaying Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) 

moved across north Alabama, forcing a delay in the competition for several 

hours due to lightning in the area. 
 

Product Impact:   While the total lightning flash observations (similar 

to GLM) helped determine what to tell local emergency managers about the 

start of the lightning threat, the product also provided impact when used to 

assessing the timing of when the lightning threat would end. Total Lightning 

Flash observations from 1949 UTC (Fig. 1) indicated very low flash rates 

scattered across the region. While the majority of the lightning is concentrated 

in the convective portion of the MCS, lightning is also observed in the trailing 

stratiform region of the MCS. This is particularly eye-catching given the 

activity north of Decatur. Often the flash has some direct connection to the 

main updraft. This particular flash is not directly connected indicating that the 

storm cores and upper level winds have lofted and distributed the charged 

region well behind the main line. These observations helped clarify how long 

the lightning threat would persist and enabled NWS Huntsville staff to 

determine that the lightning threat would continue until the stratiform rain 

region passed the area or dissipated. 

 

 
Figure 1. Radar Reflectivity overlaid with Flash Extent Density (via North 

Alabama LMA) valid at 1949 UTC, 14 July 2016 over north Alabama area. 

 

Interpretation:  The example image includes a Flash Extent Density 

product, which is represented by color filled shapes displayed over the radar 

reflectivity. This product represents the total number of flashes that occur 

within the grid box within the 2-minute interval. The total lightning 

information (as with GLM) includes both intra-cloud (IC) flashes and cloud-
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to-ground (CG) flashes, and in many cases the majority of a storm’s lightning 

flashes are IC. The NLDN observations available to AWIPS users depict 

lightning as a point observation and only depict CG flashes. Hence, the total 

lightning product provides additional information (both IC and CG), and 

detail such as spatial extent. The threat of a cloud-to-ground strike exists 

while there is any IC lightning flash activity in the area.   

  


